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How to Do Things Without Words: A Theory of Declarations
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Abstract

Declarations  like  ‘this  meeting  is  adjourned’  make  certain  facts  the  case  byrepresenting them as being the case. Yet surprisingly little attention has beenpaid to the mechanism whereby the utterance of a declaration can bring about anew  state  of  affairs.  In  this  paper  we  use  the  Incentivization  account  ofinstitutional facts (Smit et. al. 2011, 2014) to address this issue. We argue thatdeclarations can serve to bring about new states of affairs as their utterance havegame-theoretical import, typically in virtue of the utterer signaling a commitmentto act in an incentive-changing way.
1. Introduction
Philosophers,  especially philosophers of language, have made much of the factthat a linguistic act, i.e. declaration, can bring about a new state of affairs. Yetsurprisingly little attention has been paid to the question as to the  mechanismwhereby  this  happens.  In  this  paper  we  use  the  Incentivization  account  ofinstitutional facts (Smit et. al. 2011, 2014) to explain how we can create certainfacts by representing them as being the case.  Our primary aim concerns a topicin speech act theory, i.e. declarations, and so we will accept the Incentivizationaccount as is. Our secondary aim concerns demonstrating the fruitfulness of somerecent work in social ontology; we wish to show that the Incentivization account
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can contribute to the philosophy of language, specifically speech act theory, byproviding the basis for a plausible theory of how declarations bring about theexistence of new states of affairs. In doing so we also extend the Incentivizationaccount as it currently has no theory of how declarations can serve to createfacts.
It  is  generally  conceded  that  institutional  facts  can be  created  by  explicitdeclaration; consider ‘I now pronounce you husband and wife’, ‘this meeting isadjourned’,  etc.  John  Searle  makes  much  of  this  fact  and  uses  it  as  thefoundation of his theory of institutional facts (Searle, 1995, 2010). Searle's theoryof institutional facts portrays declarations as even more basic to our institutionalreality  than  is  commonly  realized.  It  is  not  only  the  case  that  explicitdeclarations can sometimes be used to create such facts, rather all of institutionalreality depends on our explicit or implicit acceptance of such declarations.
We start by explaining why we find Searle’s  account of how declarations canserve to bring about the existence of institutional facts lacking in several respects.We then provide an alternative account by considering the declarations ‘I namethis dog “Kiko”’, ‘this meeting is adjourned’ and ‘this note is legal tender’.  Wedefend the view that, while declarations can serve to create such facts, they arefar from essential. If this is correct, then an account of institutional reality neednot postulate the Searlean acceptance of declarations in order to account for ourinstitutions.
2. Searle and declarations
2.1 Background
Searle  states  that  institutional  facts  exist  in  virtue  of  being  collectivelyrepresented as existing (2010: 93). In this way some brute object is money if, and
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only if, it is collectively represented as being money, something is a border if, andonly if, it is collectively represented as being a border, and so on. Two aspects ofSearle’s  view  are  of  particular  interest.  First,  it  implies  that  collectiverepresentation, and hence collective intentionality, is a necessary feature of thecreation of all institutional facts. Second, Searle states that, while institutionalterminology (‘money’, ‘border’, ‘president’) can be explained in terms of otherinstitutional terminology, it cannot be reduced to non-institutional terminology.
A basic feature of Searle’s view is the centrality accorded to language. This is dueto the fact  that  he portrays  institutional  facts  as  existing  in  virtue of  beingrepresented as existing. Hence language, understood as some system of symbolicrepresentation, is a pre-condition of the existence of institutional reality (2010:110).  Furthermore,  such  representations  all  amount  to  the  acceptance  ofdeclarations.  A  declaration  is  a  paradigm case  of  where  we  ‘do  things  withwords’, i.e. where we ‘make something the case by representing it as being thecase’. In this way saying ‘the meeting is adjourned’ is an attempt at making itthe case that the meeting is adjourned by representing the meeting as adjourned,saying ‘this note is legal tender’ is a way of making the note legal tender byrepresenting it as being legal tender and so on1. Searle is, of course, aware thatmany  institutional  facts  do  not  come  into  existence  because  of  an  explicitdeclaration. Still the existence of all institutional facts consists in our collectiveacceptance, whether explicit or implicit, of ‘standing declarations (2010: 110) like‘this note counts as legal tender’, ‘this line is a border’, and so on.
Six decades have passed since Austin drew attention to the fact that we can dothings  with  words  (Austin,  1962).  The  topic  has  inspired  a  wealth  ofphilosophical  reflection on questions like whether performatives form a unique
1 When formulated in this way it is obvious that Searle’s view of institutional facts is a directdescendant  of  his  views  on  speech  act  theory.  In  fact,  the  essence  of  his  later  view  oninstitutions is already present in Speech Acts (Searle, 1969: 50-53).
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class  of  utterances,  whether  they  have  truth-values,  and  so  on2.  Yetcomparatively little work has been done on how it is at all possible that we cando things with words. In Searlean terminology this questions becomes: how can itbe that we can make something the case merely by representing it as being thecase? Two questions need to be answered. First, what is the nature of the factthat is made the case by a declaration? Call this the ontological question. Second,what  is  the  mechanism whereby  the  declaration  makes  it  the  case  that  theaforementioned fact obtains? Call this the mechanism question.
2.2 Two interpretations of Searle
How would  Searle  answer  the  above  two  questions?  Here  we  meet  with  aninterpretive difficulty. Searle states that, for example, we make something moneyby collectively  representing it  as  being money,  i.e.  we collectively  accept  thestanding declaration that it is money. Such a claim can be interpreted in twodifferent  ways.  On  one  reading  the  fact  that  something  is  money  is  simplyidentical to  the fact  that  it  is  represented as  money.  On this  reading ‘beingmoney’ is no more than being the object of the relevant collective propositionalattitude. Call this the  deflationary reading. On another reading, the fact thatsomething is money is not identical to the fact that it is represented as money.While  being represented in  this  way may be necessary and sufficient  for  theobject  to  be  money,  the  fact  that  it  is  money  is  the  result of  it  being  sorepresented and is ontologically distinct from the fact that it is so represented.Call this the strong reading. 
It would be natural to think that Searle would endorse the deflationary readingas  he  has  repeatedly  and  in  numerous  contexts  expressed  a  commitment  tonaturalism. His naturalism takes the form of physicalism; he takes his task in2 For a discussion of some of the questions relevant here, see Searle (1989).
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explaining institutional phenomena to be a part of a larger project answering thequestion “[h]ow can we accommodate a certain conception we have of ourselvesas conscious, mindful, rational, speech act performing, social, political, economic,ethical, and free-will possessing animals in a universe constructed entirely of thesemindless  physical  phenomena?” (Searle,  2005:  5).  His  project  is  to  show howinstitutional facts manage to be a part of a world that is physical through andthrough. It is, however, far from clear that Searle would endorse the deflationaryreading. He sometimes explains his view of institutional reality by saying thatinstitutional reality should be understood as a matter of creating deontic powers,i.e. rights, duties and obligations (2005: 13). Such deontic powers are claimed tobe ‘at the heart of the institutional reality’ and are explicitly characterized as‘abstract entities’  (Smith and Searle,  2003:  305).  It  is  not  clear  that  Searle'sendorsement  of  the  existence  of  such  abstract  objects  is  compatible  with  hisnaturalism.3Also consider his distinction between observer-relative and observer-independentfacts. He writes:A rough test for whether or not a phenomenon is observer independent orobserver relative is: could the phenomenon have existed if there had neverbeen any conscious human beings with any intentional states? On this test,tectonic plates, gravitational attraction, and the solar system are observerindependent and money, property, and government are observer relative. Thetest  is  only  rough-and-ready,  because,  of  course,  the  consciousness  andintentionality  that  serve  to  create  observer  relative  phenomena  arethemselves observer independent phenomena. For example, the fact that acertain object is money is observer relative; money is created as such by theattitudes of observers and participants in the institution of money. But those3 Searle makes this claim in a discussion concerning the existential commitments of his viewwith Barry Smith (Smith and Searle,  2003). See Smith (2008) for a general  discussion ofwhether Searle's ontology is coherent.



6attitudes are not themselves observer relative; they are observer independent(2005: 3-4, our italics).The above passage seems unambiguous as can be. Searle thinks that conscious,intentional states are observer-independent facts, yet the fact that a certain thingis money is observer relative. But then the deflationary reading is off the table;the two facts identified with one another by the deflationary reading are not evenof the same ontological kind. 2.3 Objections to the Searlean viewWe have no strong opinion on whether the deflationary or the strong reading isthe  correct  interpretation  of  Searle4.  His  naturalism  would  seem  to  militateagainst the strong reading, but the passages cited above are hard to reconcilewith the deflationary reading5. The more important question, however, is whethereither of these views serve to give an adequate explanation of how declarationscan serve to create institutional facts, i.e. answer the mechanism question. On the deflationary view the ontological question is answered by saying that, forexample, the fact that something is money simply consists in it being collectivelyrepresented as money. How can an explicit declaration like ‘This is money’ lead acollective to represent something as money? Presumably the Searlean would saythat explicit declaration becomes collectively adopted in case the person utteringthe declaration has the institutional authority to make the particular declaration.So far so good, but then how does the collective acceptance of the content of thedeclaration lead to the relevant object being money? Here the answer is eveneasier. The fact of it being money is identical to the fact that it is represented as4 Perhaps he could claim that the facts created by representation are not reducible to theirbeing  represented,  yet  insist  that  this  is  not  problematic  in  any  way.  This  would  beinterestingly akin to his philosophy of consciousness, where mental facts are not reducible toany other kind of facts, yet remain physical facts. See Rust (2011) for a discussion of theinterpretive difficulties one may well have with such a view.5 For further discussion, see Smit et. al. 2016b.
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money. Hence the mechanism, if we may call it that, is simply the relation of(numerical) identity between representation and represented.The  problem,  on  such  a  view,  is  that  it  is  not  clear  how  the  institutionalterminology in  question  is  supposed  to have  any content.  Consider  the term‘money’. If someone asks me to explain what money is, I cannot point to someexamples of money to teach him what money is as no ordinary physical propertyof a dollar bill can serve to capture how it is not only a piece of paper, but afinancial instrument. I can do no better than to state that something is money if,and only if, we collectively consider it to be money. Such a definition is plainlycircular and thus unhelpful. Searle acknowledges this problem, but denies that itis problematic (1995: 52 - 53). He states that the term ‘money’ marks one node ina network of practices and the term ‘money’ can simply be explained in terms ofrelated institutional concepts like ‘property’, ‘exchange’, and so on (1995: 52).This, however, does not help. Terms like ‘property’ and ‘exchange’ are similarlyinstitutional  and  so  passing  the  explanatory  buck  accomplishes  little.  Ourinstitutional  terminology  is  not  purely  formal;  simply  tracing  the  syntacticrelations between our institutional terms cannot serve to capture their contents.A functional account also holds little promise, for the exact same problem wouldrecur once we are asked to specify the nature of the function accomplished by theinstitutional  object  we wish to explain.  Searle,  at the very least,  owes us anaccount of  how our institutional terminology manages to have the irreduciblecontents he claims them to have. Until this task is carried out the coherence ofhis position has not been established.The above problems are only compounded if we attribute the strong reading toSearle.  The  ontological  question  becomes  a  matter  of  mystery;  if  the  factrepresented  by  being  made  the  case  is  not  identical  to  the  fact  that  it  isrepresented, then what is the nature of the fact represented? Searle tells us nomore than that such facts are observer-relative features of the world that cannot
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be characterized  in  non-institutional  terms.  Furthermore,  on such a view themechanism whereby the collective acceptance of the relevant standing declarationgives rise to the existence of such mysterious facts is entirely unexplained. Weend up with  a  view  on which  collective  representation  <somehow> leads  to<something>. This is no theory at all.It should be clear that the question as to how declarations work, i.e. how it is atall possible that we can make something the case by representing it as being thecase,  has  not  received  an  adequate  answer.  On  the  deflationary  reading  thequestion is beset by basic conceptual difficulties, on the strong reading the matteris utterly mysterious. It is here where the incentivization view of institutionalfacts offers a plausible, straightforward account of how institutions can be createdby declarations.3. How we do things with words3.1 Outline of the basic theory
On the incentivized action view (Smit et. al. 2013) institutional facts exist invirtue of people being incentivized, by human action or their moral belief, to actin  a  particular  way.  Institutions  are  individuated  in  terms  of  the  relevantincentivized actions. In this way a traffic light is a physical object that I amincentivized to treat in a certain way (go on green, take care on orange, stop onred), money is something that I am incentivized to acquire in order to use as amedium of exchange, and so on. The incentivized action view differs from Searlein  two  main  ways.  First,  while  it  does  not  deny  the  existence  of  collectiveintentionality,  it  denies  that  collective  intentionality  is  either  a  necessary  orindividuating  feature  of  institutional  facts  (2010:  3).  Second,  it  claims  thatinstitutional  terminology  can  be  cashed  out  in  terms  of  non-institutionalterminology (2010: 3). 
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On the incentivized action view, for an institution to exist is just for a certain setof actions to be incentivized. This is an answer to what was earlier termed theontological  question.  Given  this  conception  of  institutions,  the  mechanismquestion then becomes: how does a declaration bring it about that a certain set ofactions are incentivized? The answer we will defend is that, where declarationsserve to create institutions, they do so because they provide reasons for action. Inproviding such reasons for action they serve to change the incentives for thosewho are party to the relevant institution. In fact, they bring about the existenceof  an  institution  because  the  incentives  resulting  from  the  declaration  areprecisely  those  incentives  constitutive  of  the  existence  of  the  particularinstitution. In this way a declaration like ‘this is a traffic light’ succeeds if, andonly if, it incentivizes car drivers to let the state of the lights determine whetherthey stop or go, a declaration like ‘this is  money’ succeeds if,  and only if,  itincentivizes  a community to use the object of  the declaration as a means ofexchange, and so on.  The reasons for action provided by a declaration are bestexplained in game theoretical terms6. As such we will call these reasons the gametheoretical import of the declaration. 
In How to Do Things with Words (1962), Austin drew a distinction between thelocutionary, illocutionary and perlocutionary component of speech acts (1962: 98-  103).  The  locutionary  component  concerns  the  linguistically  determinedmeaning of  the speech act  and the illocutionary force  concerns what type ofspeech act it is, whether it is a question or an assertion, etc. The perlocutionaryeffect of a speech act is a matter of its likely effect, whether intended or not, onits audience. The game theoretical import of a declaration belongs at the level ofits perlocutionary effects. The perlocutionary effect of a successful declaration issimply that it provides its audience with a reason for action. 
6 For a detailed explanation of how game theory can help us understand institutions, see Guala(2016).
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The core of our view is that making a declaration is best seen as a ‘move’ in a‘game’, i.e. as an attempt at influencing action in a situation of interdependentchoice. Below we discuss three examples to illustrate the explanatory power ofthis basic idea.
3.2 An act of baptism as a move in a coordination game
Explicit baptism is a paradigm case of a declaration that, if successful, results inthe creation of an institutional fact. The institutional fact in question is that anobject  o has a name N. What, however, does  o having the name N consist in?The literature on naming is a large one, but we can steer our way through itwithout  making  any  overly  controversial  claims.  Having  a  certain  name  isuncontroversially a matter of there being a social convention which makes it thecase that the relevant object has the name that it does. What is the content ofthis convention? Very few authors explicitly commit themselves on this topic; wefollow  Sainsbury  (2015)7 in  construing  the  relevant  convention  in  terms  ofspeaker reference so that o is named N if, and only if, there exists a convention touse N to speaker-refer to o. In treating the subject in this manner we presupposethe notion of speaker’s reference. Hence we need not commit ourselves concerningwhether reference should ultimately be understood in terms of causal relations,descriptive  conditions,  or  in  some  other  way8.  Given  the  above  construal  ofnaming,  the  question  as  to  the  mechanism whereby  a  declaration  creates  aninstitutional fact becomes the question as to how a baptism can make it comeabout that a specific naming convention obtains. Or, alternatively phrased, how‘I hereby name this person N’ can lead to there being a convention to speaker-
7  And the earlier suggestion by Stine (1977).8 Even if Sainsbury is wrong, this need not affect our argument. Davis, for instance, analyzesnaming in terms of conventions governing the expression of unanalyzable ideas (Davis, 2005).Nothing in our argument would change if we replaced Sainsbury’s formulation in terms ofspeaker’s reference with Davis’ analysis in terms of unanalyzable ideas.
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refer to that person by using N. 
Of course, cases where some object is named by explicit declaration are actuallyquite rare. If parents name a child they typically have a discussion about whatthe child should be named and then, subsequent to the birth of the child, simplystart using that name in order to speaker-refer to that child. Explicit declarationsare not typically used; such declarations are typically only used later during areligious  ceremony  of  some  sort,  but  are  of  mostly  ceremonial  and  symbolicimport.  By  the  time  the  official  of  the  relevant  religion  names  the  child  byexplicit baptism the child has typically had that name for quite some time. 
Consider, however, a case where the object in question does receive its name invirtue of explicit declaration. Suppose a group of friends are walking down thestreet and see a stray dog. Bob feels sorry for the dog and announces that he willadopt it. His friends ask what he is going to call the dog and, after a moment’sthought,  he  announces:  ‘I  hereby  name  him  “Kiko”’.  Suppose  that  Bob’sdeclaration leads to the dog being named ‘Kiko’. How does this happen?
Lewis  famously  analyzed  conventions  as  solutions  to  recurrent  coordinationgames (1969). Coordination games are situations where, intuitively, ‘it does notmatter  what  we  do,  as  long  as  we  all  do  the  same  thing’.  More  precisely,coordination  games  are  situations  of  interdependent  choice  with  multipleequilibria. In a pure coordination game – like deciding which side of the road todrive on - the interests of all parties are aligned9 in that there is little reason tofavour one equilibrium over another.
The matter of naming is reasonably close to a game of pure coordination. In thetypical case our main interest lies in using the same name to speaker-refer to the9 In an impure game, such as ‘battle of the sexes’ interests are not so aligned so that partiesbenefit unequally from whichever equilibrium is adopted.
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same  individual,  though  we  may  have  aesthetic  or  symbolic  preferencesconcerning the infinite number of potential equilibria. In the above example then,Bob’s declaration has the game theoretical import of a suggested solution to agame of almost pure coordination. It has further game theoretical import in that,in the typical case, Bob has also made public his intention to speaker-refer to thedog by using ‘Kiko’. The other parties to this coordination game, i.e. all who arelikely to ever have a need to speaker-refer to the dog are now in the followingsituation: they have some positive reason, or incentive, to follow Bob in his usageas doing so allows them to coordinate with him. If the situation is a pure versionof the game they have no reason for adopting any other usage. Furthermore, it isthen common knowledge among those who heard the utterance that all have apositive reason to adopt Bob’s usage, and no-one has a positive reason to not doso. These incentives will typically lead to it being the case that all adopt thepractice  of  speaker-referring  to  the  dog  by  using  ‘Kiko’.  In  this  manner  aninstitutional  fact,  namely  a  convention  to  speaker-refer  to  the  dog  by  using‘Kiko’, comes into existence.
There are two further factors that serve to almost guarantee that Bob’s usagewill be adopted. First, the game theoretical situation in the above case is, in part,a non-simultaneous version of a coordination game10. This version is much easierto resolve than the simultaneous form of the game in which agents have to pick astrategy without knowing what the other agents have chosen. In such a game thefirst mover effectively amounts to a ‘law-giver’ as it is rational for the playerschoosing later to simply act in accord with the first move. In the above case Bobis such a law-giver and his power to determine which equilibrium is adopted isstrengthened  accordingly.  Second,  note  that  an  agent's  choice  of  whichequilibrium to  adopt  will  be  influenced  by considerations  of  which  suggested
10 Despite the terminology, the distinction between the non-simultaneous and simultaneous formof the game is epistemic, not temporal. In the first you have knowledge of the strategy chosenby the other players, in the latter not.
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name is most likely to spread among those not present at the baptism. This, inturn, will be influenced by considerations regarding who is most likely to use thename and hence whose usage is most likely to spread. In the case of names ofpeople the person generally most likely to introduce third parties to the use of aname is precisely the person who has the name; most of the people who know myname know it because I told it to them. The person who has the name is a kindof ‘power-user’ of the name. Their usage is most likely to spread among thirdparties and so, if someone wishes to coordinate with such third parties, they arestrongly incentivized to adopt the usage of the owner of the name. This providesa practical, in addition to the normal symbolic reasons concerning respect, fordeferring to preferences of the named person when adopting the usage of a name.The owner of a dog is similarly likely to be the ‘power-user’ of the name, and sothe same strong incentive exists in favour of following Bob’s use of ‘Kiko’.
The above case illustrates how the declaration ‘I hereby name him “Kiko”’ canlead to it being the case that the dog in question is named Kiko. The declarationincentivizes usage in accord with the declaration and so leads to it being the casethat the convention of calling the dog Kiko comes into existence. This is how wedo things with words; declarations can serve to bring about the set of incentivesconstitutive  of  the  existence  of  a  new  institutional  fact.  Note  that,  on  theincentivization view, there is nothing inherently mysterious about such a processor its result. The details may be complex, but ultimately what happens is thatthe declaration initiates a  causal process that leads to the existence of a set ofincentives that are constitutive of the relevant institutional fact. This process willtypically be of a type that is particularly well-suited to rational reconstruction ingame-theoretical terms.
Note that the incentivization view does not claim that all successful baptisms willhave their effects via the exact same mechanism. Cases will differ and the sameclaim can have different game theoretical import in different contexts. Consider,
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again, a case where a group of friends stumble upon a dog. A stranger walkingpast  hears  that  Bob is  planning to  adopt  the dog and jokingly  interjects:  ‘Ihereby  name him “Kiko”’.  In  this  case  the  stranger  is  the  first  mover  in  acoordination game, but not a ‘power-user’. Their suggestion, however, may stick.This, again, can be well explained in game theoretical terms. Coordination gamesare often resolved  by matters  of  ‘salience’,  where salience  is  understood as apsychological property that somehow makes one potential equilibrium ‘stand out’from the others (Schelling, 1960). In the list of numbers ‘17, 2, π, 107, 76’, π issalient, among the cities of the world, most people currently judge New York assalient,  and so on. The stranger’s remark has the game theoretical  import ofmaking the name ‘Kiko’ salient and so provides some positive reason in favour ofusing it.  Of  course,  the owner,  and hence  ‘power-user’  will  typically  be in  aposition to veto such usage for the reasons explained above,  but occasionallysalience suffices to carry the day. 
Note that a baptism, and hence a declaration, is only one way of bringing aboutthat the dog is named 'Kiko'. The same situation could have been brought aboutwithout any declaration, for instance by the owner expressing his intention tospeaker-refer to the dog by using 'Kiko'. Or, as often happens, by simply startingto use 'Kiko' in this manner. Such behaviour incentivizes all to use the word'Kiko' to speaker-refer to the dog, and so it comes about that the dog is named'Kiko'. Once we understand the mechanism whereby the declaration brings aboutthe fact, it becomes clear that the baptism is inessential to the resultant state ofaffairs. The Searlean view greatly overstates the importance of such declarations.Declarations are not  somehow constitutive of  the  very notion of  institutionalfacts, but merely one way of bringing about the existence of such facts.
A final  point  about  baptisms.  The issue  of  baptism concerns  language.  Thisshows that, on the Incentivization account, there is  no principled reason whylanguage cannot be accounted for qua institutional fact. This is in contrast to the
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Searlean view, which is not supposed to apply to language. Rather his theorypresupposes language (or, at least, symbolic representation) in claiming that allinstitutional reality is the result of collective representation (2010: 109 - 115).This  means  that  the  Searlean  would  either  have  to  deny  that  language  isinstitutional,  which  would  be  implausible,  or  admit  the  need  for  an  entirelydifferent sort of theory to account for language qua institutional fact. It is a pointin favour of the Incentivization view that no such extra theory would be requiredin order to account for the institutionality of language. 
3.3.2 Adjourning a meeting
How does  it  come about  that  saying  ‘this  meeting  is  adjourned’  can,  undersuitable circumstances make it the case that the meeting is adjourned? The firstissue that arises when considering this question is the question as to the nature ofthe institutional fact created, i.e. what it is for a meeting to be adjourned? Ameeting is  an event  with a particular  set  of  rules  and expectations that  theparticipants are supposed to abide by. Consider a meeting with a faculty dean todecide some specific issue. Typically the main expectation is that the dean willattempt  to  implement  whatever  decision  is  reached.  She  is  also  expected  toenforce and abide by the formal and informal procedural rules that govern suchmeetings, and these rules regulate the behaviour of all those who participate inthe meeting. The dean is incentivised to live up to such expectations, and enforcesuch  rules,  by  whatever  incentives,  whether  financial,  institutional  or  purelysocial, there are for her to do her job. The compliance of other participants issimilarly  enforced  by  whatever  formal  or  informal  mechanisms  exist  toincentivizer such compliance.
A meeting is adjourned when the rules and expectations particular to the meetingare no longer in force. In other words, when there is no longer any incentive toact in accord with the rules and expectations specific to the meeting, i.e. when
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decisions reached are no longer institutionally binding, the reason for observingthe procedural rules disappear, and so on. How does the dean saying ‘the meetingis adjourned’ bring about this state of affairs? Her utterance of the declarationhas this effect, because she is the main incentivizing agent. It is her commitmentto enacting the decisions made during the meeting, and her enforcement of theprocedural  rules,  that  serve  as  the  main  source  of  the  incentives  that  areparticular to the meeting. The game theoretical import of her utterance of thedeclaration ‘the meeting is adjourned’ is that she will not implement decisionsmade subsequent to her declaration and no longer enforce the procedural rules.This  means  that  the  incentives  for  acting  in  accord  with  the  rules  andexpectations of the meeting disappears, which is precisely what a meeting beingadjourned consists in. In this way the declaration brings about the incentivesconstitutive of the meeting being adjourned, for the main source of the incentivesparticular to the meeting has made public her intention to no longer act in theways particular to the meeting. 
Note  that,  strictly  speaking,  the  declaration  ‘this  meeting  is  adjourned’  isinessential to adjourning the meeting. We can imagine a society that operates inthe following way: at the end of a meeting the chairperson simply says “from thispoint until further notice I will no longer enact the decisions made here and willnot enforce any of the rules that govern meetings”. This is not a declaration inthe sense discussed above, but an expression of an intention to act. If credible,however,  it  will  have  the  exact  same consequence  as  saying  ‘this  meeting  isadjourned’. If we describe such a society we would have no hesitation in sayingthat they have the practice of adjourning meetings, despite the fact that theynever use declarations to do so, and despite the fact that we need not posit thatthe  parties  involved  somehow  implicitly  accept  an  implicitly  communicateddeclaration.
3.3.3 ‘This note is legal tender’ as a move in a coordination game
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Consider a case where a government successfully launches a currency. Stampedon the notes, and/or stated in the law, is the declaration that such notes, coinsand  electronic  fiat  are  legal  tender  for  all  debts  private  and  public.  On  theSearlean view one would say that the notes, coins and electronic fiat are moneybecause they are collectively represented as being money. On the Incentivizationaccount the fact that the notes, coins and electronic fiat are money consists inthe fact that people are incentivized to use them as money. This boils down tousing the notes, coins and electronic fiat as a medium of exchange11. How doesthe declaration that ‘this note is legal tender’ lead to it being the case that therelevant  notes,  coins  and  electronic  fiat  are  actually  the  things  that  we  areincentivized to use as a medium of exchange?
The choice  for  a  currency is,  as  was the case  with the choice  of  a  name,  acoordination game. This is because our average transaction costs are lowered,ceteris  paribus, as  a function of  the number of  people we transact with whotransact in the same currency. As such the government’s declaration can again beseen as a first move in a non-simultaneous coordination game and can again serveto make their chosen standard salient. In the case of the issuance of money in adeveloped  economy,  however,  the  game  theoretical  import  attached  to  suchfactors is comparatively trivial.  Rather the game theoretical import of such adeclaration, in conjunction with a host of other laws, vests in the fact that thegovernment is  signaling a commitment to make and receive  payments in therelevant  currency  and  use  it  as  a  standard  for  the  denomination  of  legallyenforceable contracts. Practically everyone has significant financial dealings withthe  government.  Furthermore,  this  is  a  matter  of  common  knowledge,  i.e.11 ‘Medium of exchange’ is metaphorical as money is not a 'medium' in any literal sense. To usesomething as a ‘medium’ of exchange is to acquire that thing in order to exchange it, wheresuch acquisition aims at realizing the reduction in transaction costs that accrue in virtue ofother agents acting similarly. For a detailed discussion of the nature of money, see Smit et. al.(2016a).
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everyone knows that everyone knows that everyone has such dealings, etc. Thismeans that it is similarly common knowledge that everyone in the country has apositive  reason  for  accepting  the  currency,  which  means  everyone  is  heavilyincentivized to use it when transacting with one another. If practically everyonehas  the  frequent  need  for  the  currency  to  pay  their  taxes,  traffic  fines  andmunicipal  bills,  then  using  a  distinct  currency  when  transacting  with  non-governmental agencies implies incurring an unnecessary transaction cost. Hencethere is a positive reason to adopt the currency when transacting between privateparties and a significant cost to not doing so. In fact, as private currencies areeffectively banned in many countries, there may even be a legal sanction addedto the typical transaction cost.
For  the  above  reason  the  government’s  declaration  is  almost  guaranteed  tosucceed. It can only fail if the public is sufficiently skeptical of the government’sintentions  and expertise  that  such  skepticism  weighs  stronger  than the  costsoutlined above. When hyperinflation occurs people often do adopt either highlysaleable commodities - or the currency of a distinct country - as the preferredcurrency for private interaction. In such cases the government issued currencyand the generally accepted currency can be distinct. But such cases are relativelyrare, the sheer power and ubiquity of the government effectively enables them tostipulate which monetary equilibrium will be chosen by their citizens.  
Note that, in the above example, the declaration ‘this note is legal tender for alldebts public or private’ is quite inessential. It only matters inasmuch as it leadspeople to believe that the government will transact for goods and services in therelevant currency. This belief can be instilled in any number of ways, whether itbe by an announcement to the effect that government will do so or by simplypassing laws that makes it clear that the government will act in this manner.
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The same,  in  simplified form, goes for commodity money.  If  we consider  thetypical hypothetical scenario where a group of people wash up on a desert island,then we can imagine scenarios where a currency can be chosen in virtue of anexplicit declaration. Consider a case where an influential individual decides thatthe salt that they managed to salvage from the shipwreck will make a suitablecurrency and declares “Salt is money”. If the other islanders interpret this claimas  reflecting  a  commitment  or  suggestion  to  use  the  salt  as  a  medium  ofexchange,  then,  as  first  mover  in  a  coordination  game,  the  person  may wellsucceed in establishing a practice  of  using the salt  in this way. Alternativelythough,  we  can  imagine  the  person  not  using  a  declaration  but  simplyannouncing “I will use this as money”. This phrase is not a declaration, but thedirect expression of an intention to act in a certain way. Such an expression of anintention will have the same game theoretical import as the explicit declarationand can bring about that salt is used as money via the exact same mechanism.Alternatively,  the  same  result  could  have  been  brought  about  without  anylinguistic act whatsoever. If we do not have any recognized currency it is rationalto transact using a commodity with high saleability. If, however, enough peoplechoose  the  same  commodity  for  this  purpose  it  will  become  the  monetarystandard. Consider a case where some people prefer to transact using salt as it ishighly saleable12.  The more people do so, the greater the reason for doing sobecomes. This creates a virtuous feedback loop where, once a critical threshold isreached, salt becomes our medium of exchange, i.e. it becomes money.
Searle would object to cases where no declaration is uttered by saying that somebehaviour, such as the first act of handing over salt as part of an exchange,amounts to the acceptance of an implicit (or ‘virtual’) declaration13 to the effectthat ‘salt counts as money’. We see no reason for construing such a case in this12 Salt  is  highly saleable,  which means that it  is  a good candidate for being spontaneouslyadopted as a medium of exchange. Of course, its saleability rises even further as more andmore people adopt it as the medium of exchange.13 See,  for  instance,  Searle  (2010:  89).  We would  like  to  thank  the  anonymous  referee  forpressing this point.
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way. All that is cognitively required in the above case is that the people involvedgrasp the concept of saleability and the likely effects of coordination. Even beingswho are cognitively closed towards the concepts regarding declaratives, i.e. whocannot form or understand declarations, are perfectly capable of adopting salt asa  medium of  exchange  in  this  manner.  We fail  to  see  any  reason –  beyondaccommodating Searlean dogma – for insisting that a declaration like ‘we countsalt as money’ is somehow involved in such cases. The Searlean construal merelyadds an epicycle that is motivated by nothing in the phenomenon itself.
4. The relation of the present work to the Incentivization account
The present work is an attempt to use the Incentivization account (Smit et. al.2011, 2104) to explain how declarations serve to bring about new states of affairs.Our  claim  is  that  the  Incentivization  neatly  accounts  for  the  role  of  suchdeclarations and hence serves to make plain how we do things with words. 
Some clarifications are in order. First, the Incentivization account claims thatinstitutional concepts are not irreducibly institutional, but can be understood interms of actions and incentives (Smit et. al. 2011, 2014). We stand by this claim,but in our examples concerning naming, meetings and money, we presupposedthe existence  of  certain institutions and did not  try to show that  each suchinstitution can be understood in non-irreducibly  institutional terms.  The taskcarried out here is one of applying the Incentivization view, not one of trying toargue for it from scratch. Whether the institutions so presupposed can be cashedout in terms of actions and incentives has been argued about elsewhere at length.We stand by the arguments offered in favour such reducibility, but have nothingto add to it here.
Second, note that the Incentivization view has no problem accommodating socialrules (like ‘use “Kiko” to speaker-refer to Kiko’). The Incentivization view denies
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that  institutional  categories  are  irreducibly  institutional  and  claims  thatinstitutions can be understood in terms of actions and incentives. The claim thatlanguage-users  are  incentivized  to  act  in  accordance  with  some rule,  whetherlinguistic or otherwise, is consistent with the Incentivization view, provided therule does not make reference to irreducibly institutional notions. The equilibrium-selection  rule  “use  ‘Kiko’  to  speaker-refer  to  Kiko”  contains  no  institutionalterminology.  The equilibrium-selection  rule  “use salt  as  medium of exchange”contains no irreducibly institutional notions, provided we accept the reduction ofthe notion of a ‘medium of exchange’ offered by the Incentivization view (in Smitet. al. 2016a). Also note that these rules, as formulated above, have the form ofregulative rules, even if they  do allow us to engage in new kinds of action. Henceour account does not presuppose constitutive rules14.
Third, in this paper we often used non-simultaneous coordination games in orderto support our arguments. The importance of this should not be overstated. Weused such games it just so happens that naming and issuing a currency oftenamounts  to  making the first  move in  a non-simultaneous  coordination  game.People typically adopt linguistic habits in light of the past linguistic behaviour ofothers and typically start transacting in a specific currency once there exists ahistory of transacting in that currency. This, however, is a mere contingency thathelps to explain why names and currencies are often adopted with little or nodifficulty. Our reference to such games reflects no more than practical facts, andis not supposed to imply some deeper link between institutions, declarations andnon-simultaneous coordination games.
5. Conclusion 
On the Incentivization account the existence of an institutional fact consists inthe fact that a set of incentives obtain. This implies that the question ‘how do14 We broadly accept the view that constitutive rules are reducible to regulative rules, i.e. thatthe distinction is a merely linguistic one. See Hindriks and Guala (2015).
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declarations create institutions?’ becomes the question ‘how do declarations serveto change incentives?’.  The answer is  that declarations have game theoreticalimport, i.e. they provide reasons for action. These reasons for action typically,though not always, reflect the fact that the utterer of the declaration  revealssome intention to act in a specific way in virtue of uttering the declaration. Sucha revealed intention then serves to change the incentives of the audience to thedeclaration  as  they  find  themselves  in  a  situation  of  interdependent  choice.Declarations are ‘incentive changers’ par excellence; the very success conditions of‘I  name this  dog  “Kiko”’  consists  in  people  being  sufficiently  incentivized  tospeaker-refer to the dog by using ‘Kiko’, the success conditions of ‘this note islegal  tender’  consists  in  people  being  sufficiently  incentivized  to  use  it  as  amedium of exchange, and so on.
If the above analysis is correct, then Searle greatly overestimates the importanceof  declarations  to  the  creation  and  maintenance  of  institutional  reality.  Theutterance of a declaration serves to create an institutional fact in virtue of itsgame theoretical import, but this game theoretical import could also have arisenin a number of other ways. Where this game theoretical import amounts to thepublic expression of an intention to act in a certain way, the same thing couldalso have been accomplished by simply explicitly expressing the intention to act.Alternatively the person could also have simply started acting in the requiredway and let their actions serve to make their intentions plain. 
On the  Incentivization  view  there  is  no  requirement  that  the  parties  to  theinstitutional fact have any propositional attitudes that amount to the acceptanceof a declaration. The parties to the institutional fact just need to know what theactions are that they are incentivized to perform. In the case of naming they justneed to know that they are incentivized to speaker-refer to the relevant object byusing a specific name, in the case of money they just need to know that they areincentivized  to  use  the  object  as  a  means  of  exchange  and in  the  case  of  a
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meeting being adjourned they just need to know that whatever behaviour wasincentivized by conditions particular to the meeting is no longer so incentivized.Ultimately  here  the  Searlean  faces  a  dilemma.  If  people  do  not  know  whatbehaviour is appropriate to naming, money and a meeting being adjourned theycannot  possibly  partake  in  these  practices.  However,  if  they  do  know  whatbehaviour is  appropriate,  then they need not share the Searlean propositionalattitudes  in  order  to  participate  in  such  institutions.  Hence  attributing  theacceptance of a shared declaration to them adds nothing to an explanation oftheir behaviour.  We side with Wittgenstein; a wheel that can be turned thoughnothing else moves with it is not part of the mechanism.
Note  that  the above criticism of  Searle  holds good independently  of  how weunderstand collective intentionality.15 The criticism here concerns his claim thatinstitutional facts involve the acceptance of status-function declarations, not hisclaim that such acceptance (or recognition) is collective. The criticism is that allpeople need to know in order to behave appropriately is what actions they areincentivized  to  perform.  Without  such  knowledge  they  cannot  act  and  theinstitution cannot exist, but once they have such knowledge there is no need forany propositional attitudes concerning status-functions.
Finally, note that the Incentivization view serves to remove the air of mysterythat  seems  to  pervade  the  very  idea  of  ‘doing  things  with  words’.  On  thedeflationary  reading  of  Searle  this  happens  in  virtue  of  the  fact  that  beingrepresented as X is identical to being X, but such a view raises deep difficultiesconcerning the content of such representations. On the strong reading of Searlethe question as to the mechanism whereby the representation creates the factcannot even be usefully posed at is entirely unclear what the ontological status ofthe relevant fact is supposed to be. On the Incentivization view ‘we do things
15 In his more recent work he does allow that, in some cases, collective intentionality can bereduced to individual intentionality (2010: 58).
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with words’ in virtue of the utterance of a declaration being a move in a gametheoretical situation of interdependent choice. In this way the utterance createsthe institution via a simple, causal process. The details of how this happens maywell raise interesting questions in psychology, economics and sociology. It doesnot, however, raise any deep difficulties concerning ontology.
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